ReKRETE™ Waterless Concrete Cleaner
Application instructions
ReKRETE™ works best when it can get into the pores of the concrete, so it is best suited to “broom
finished” or worn concrete as opposed to smooth or steel finished concrete.
ReKRETE™ is only recommended for the removal of oil in the pores of the concrete, other stains eg.
dirt, paint, food will need to be removed before using ReKRETE™.
ReKRETE™ is not an absorbent, it is a cleaner. Soak up oil from surface before applying.

Prepare the area to be cleaned
1. The concrete must be dry.
2. Sweep the area to be cleaned; removing all loose soil, debris, litter and dispose of properly.
3a. Wet or damp oil stains:
Absorb surface oil with a biologically active oil absorbent.
Apply some ReKRETE™ to the damp spot and scrub with a stiff
brush/broom. Sweep away ReKRETE™ - collect and dispose of.
Repeat if stain is still damp.
3b. Very old dried stains:
Apply small amount of liquid degreaser and scrub.
Treat as for wet/damp oil stains.
3c. Heavy build up of oil and dirt on surface of concrete:
Scrub with stiff brush/broom or scraper to remove heavy buildup – collect and dispose of.
Apply small amount of liquid degreaser and scrub.
Treat as for wet/damp oil stains.

Applying the ReKRETE™ Waterless Concrete Cleaner
Pour ReKRETE™ lightly over area to be cleaned. (Use less than you think you will need, as the powder is very
fine and it spreads a long way. You can add more if needed.)
For proper application, use an extra fine bristle flagged tip broom and push smoothly and gently.
Sweep ReKRETE lengthwise and then sweep again widthwise. Sweep several times to ensure an even
coverage. Apply extra ReKRETE™ if needed to obtain even coverage.

Final Check
After applying ReKRETE™ there should be a light residual cover of ReKRETE™ on the concrete. If too much
ReKRETE™ is used, simply remove the extra product by sweeping it up and properly disposing of it, or you can
extend the cleaning area by spreading it out across a larger area.

Ongoing Maintenance
Return after 1 week to check progress of stain removal. It is usual to apply a second treatment if the stains are
old or heavy. Apply extra ReKRETE™ if needed to cover stains. Retreat periodically to clean new oil stains.

The Do’s And Don’ts of Getting Excellent Results:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Do apply the ReKRETE™ generously, as it needs to cover the concrete and get into all the pores.
Do sweep gently, there is no need to scrub the ReKRETE™ into the concrete.
Do leave a light covering of ReKRETE™ on the concrete.
Do check regularly to see if old stains have been removed or new stains are present and apply more
ReKRETE™ as needed.
Do not apply ReKRETE™ on a windy or rainy day.
Do not apply ReKRETE™ on wet concrete. The concrete must be completely dry.
Do not replace excess product that was on the concrete back into the original container. Sweep excess over
a larger area or dispose of properly.
Do remember that ReKRETE is a time driven product that will continue working to remove subsurface
petroleum based stains beyond the application time.
Do read the MSDS and ensure that all relevant safety precautions are being followed.

If you have any questions or problems, please contact John Murrell on m: 0400 849 030
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